
Rokesly Junior School 
 

HOMEWORK: YEAR 6 
 
All homework should be completed by the Tuesday of each week. 
Your login details for the online homework have been stuck into the inside cover of your homework 
book. Remember these are personal details and shouldn’t be shared with others. 
If you need extra help with your work, you must speak to your teacher on Monday. 
 

Date set: 20.01.22 Due in: 25.01.22 
Maths - Times tables Make sure you are practising your tables throughout the week so that you 

can recall them rapidly up to 12 x 12. 
Remember to improve your score on:    
 

Maths - Mathletics Login to Mathletics and complete the tasks: 
- Angle sum of a triangle 
- Angles in a revolution 
 
Once you have finished, you can explore other parts of the website.  

Spelling For spelling this week, we will focus on the year 5/6 spelling list. These 
are words that we should be able to spell by the end of year 6.   
Can you find the words from the year 5/6 spelling list below in the 
wordsearch? 
Remember to use a dictionary to find the meaning of any words you are 
unsure of.   

  

Google Classroom This week we have been investigating many strands of grammar, for 
homework we will focus on conjunctions. Login to Google Classroom to 
complete the SPaG activity below.  
 
Identify the five conjunctions out of the words below and use each of them 
in a sentence. 
 
whilst   since    cheerfully   careful   although   fortunately   yesterday 
 
Challenge: Consider your sentence structure, can you vary the placement 
of the conjunction in your sentence? 

Remember to click ‘turn in’ once you have finished. 
Reading 
 

Remember to read every day at home and fill in your reading record. 
Also, it would be hugely beneficial if your adults at home could listen to 
you read as well!  
 
Please bring a reading book and reading record to school every day. 

Next week’s learning Maths: Geometry (shape) English: Poetry based on legends 

 
 



 


